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Comparison of Irvine Ranch Water District’s Rate Structure to the City of San Diego’s  
 
Background on IRWD and the City of San Diego Water Department 
Irvine Ranch Water District (IRWD) distributes water to the cities of Irvine, Tustin, Costa 
Mesa, Orange, Lake Forest, Santa Ana Heights and Newport Beach, with an aggregate 
population of 322,000.1

 
  

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) supplies water to the 
Municipal Water District of Orange County (MWDOC).  IRWD purchases 37 percent of its 
water from MWDOC2.  The remaining 63% is supplied locally from an infrastructure of 
wells and rainwater storage systems.  This storage system has been in operation since 1913 
when James Irvine II sunk over 1,000 wells, laid more than 2,500 miles of piping 
infrastructure, and built nine dams.3

 
  

Currently the City of San Diego, which serves a population of approximately 1.3 million, 
purchases 75-90 percent of its water from the San Diego County Water Authority (CWA) to 
meet potable water demand.  The remaining 25-10 percent from comes from local surface 
water, recycled water and conservation.4,5

 
 

When faced with drought and limited water supplies, IRWD implemented a tiered billing 
structure based on water budgets (allocations) to incentivize conservation and discourage 
water waste. Since implementation of the new billing structure in 1991, IRWD residents 
have decreased water usage by approximately 15% (see Figure 1 below).  Further, from 1992 
to 2000, the landscape area served by IRWD doubled in size, while landscape water use 
levels rose by only 3%.  
 

 
       Figure 1. Data from Irvine Ranch Water District. 

                                                 
1 IRWD History. Available: http://www.irwd.com/AboutIRWD/history.php 
2 Irvine Ranch Water District Comprehensive Annual Financial Reportfor Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 
2008. Available: http://www.irwd.com/AboutIRWD/CAFR-2007-08.pdf.   
3 www.irwd.com/about/history 
4 Population figure from City of San Diego Fiscal Year 2009 Annual Budget. Pg. 7.  
5 City of San Diego website. Available: www.sandiego.gov/water 
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IRWD Allocation Methodology 
Proper water allocation amounts are determined by several factors including: landscape 
square footage, number of residents, and daily weather and “evapotranspiration.6” These 
variables are entered in to an allocation equation to determine per property Hundred Cubic 
Feet (HCF) allotments.7

 

  Allocations are adjusted on a monthly basis using specially designed 
billing software. The equation used to determine allocation and a detailed description of the 
process is found in Table 1 of the appendix.  

IRWD used a combination of city assessor records and satellite imaging technology to 
acquire property sizes and landscape square footage amounts.  Planned communities in 
IRWD have similar property layouts without significant variance between property square 
footage and landscape square footage. As a result, when the rate structure was first 
implemented in 1991, average landscape square footage was estimated and applied to many 
properties instead of assessing each property individually.  Customers could request an 
adjustment based on site specific measurements. IRWD now uses a combination of assessor 
data and GIS data to develop custom allocations for each property.  The cost of using a 
Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping technology to confirm property landscape 
sizes was approximately $24,000.8

  
 

The number of residents per household is assumed for the following account types: 
 

• Residential Detached (single family units) ----------- 4 residents 
• Residential Attached (townhouses/condos) --------  3 residents 
• Apartments-------------------------------------------------  2 residents  

 
For master-metered apartments and condominiums, the allocation is multiplied by the 
number of dwelling units.  Allocations for commercial and industrial customers are done on 
a case-by-case basis and are based on productivity, employees, and water use efficiency 
practices.9

 

  Allocations for dedicated landscape accounts are based on the acreage of the site 
specific irrigated area. 

In order to determine the amount of water necessary for landscaping, IRWD’s own weather 
stations gather evapotranspiration (ET) data throughout the day.  Previously, IRWD 
received the ET data from California Irrigation Management Information Systems (CIMIS), 
which produces such data throughout the State.  CIMIS has six activated stations in San 
Diego County, which can be used for immediate policy implementation.10

                                                 
6 Evapotranspiration is the process of transferring moisture from the earth to the atmosphere by evaporation 
of water and transpiration from plants. 

  One of the six 

7 1 HCF = 1 CCF = 100 Cubic Feet= 748 Gallons 
8 Gary Simjian, “Landscape sizing in Santa Ana Heights- A model to Efficiently Size landscape area for 
any Community.” September 2003. 
9 Irvine Ranch Water District Schedule of Rates and Charges, 2009. Available: 
http://www.irwd.com/AboutIRWD/budget_rates/Rates&Charges2009_ADOPTED_072809.pdf  
10 California Irrigation Management Information System, Department of Water Resources, Office of Water 
Use Efficiency. Available: http://wwwcimis.water.ca.gov/cimis/frontStationListData.do 
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stations, 184 San Diego II, provides ET data for the City of San Diego Water Department’s 
jurisdiction. 
 
Comparative Rate Structures and Fees  
Table 1 shows IRWD’s Single Family Residence (SFR) tiered rate structure and 
demonstrates the correlation between allocation percentage use and HCF price increase. As 
customer water use surpasses the allocated amount, ratepayer fees per HCF grow 
exponentially.  As customer water use surpasses the allocated amount, ratepayer fees per 
HCF grow exponentially.   
 
Users classified in the wasteful 
tier pay eight times the base 
water rate that applies to those 
within their allocation.  
Conservers using 41% or less of 
their allocation receive a 
subsidized price, funded by 
wasteful tier customers. Those 
who stay within their allocated 
water amount remain at a base 
price of $1.15 per HCF.  IRWD 
applies this allocation method to 
Multi-family Residential (MFR) units, commercial, industrial, and irrigation customers, 
though the percentages of allocations used is different for landscape and non-residential 
customers. Also, commercial and industrial customers do not have access to the “low 
volume” rate. 
 

Table 2 shows the rate structure for Single Family 
Residential (SFR) customers in the City of San Diego. 
The City’s tiered billing structure presents fewer 
incentives for consumers to decrease water 
consumption than the IRWD model.  For example, if 
an IRWD resident uses 25 HCF per month they will 
face a rate eight times (201%) higher than residents 
spending within their allocated amount of 12 HCF per 
month.  In San Diego, if that resident used 25 HCF 
per month they would face only a 19% increase.   

 
Base Fees 
San Diego base fees are used to fund fixed costs of the water department such as rent, 
customer service, facility replacement and routine maintenance.  The average base fee is 
shown in Table 2, and varies between customers based on meter size.  Meter base fee 
charges are distributed to cover meter infrastructure costs.  The fee increase correlates with 
the size of the meter connection. The San Diego Water Department acquires revenues 
through service charges and ratepayer fees. No funds for the water department are gained 
directly through taxes.  In accordance with the City Municipal Code, San Diego Water 
department funds come from an enterprise account and not the San Diego General Fund. 

TABLE 1 
IRWD Single Family Residence Rate Structure 

Tier Cost 
Per 

HCF 

Rate Per 
HCF 

Allocation 
Used 

Low Volume 
Discount 

$ 0.91 0 – 5 0 – 41% 

Conservation 
Base Rate 

$ 1.15 6 – 12 41 – 100% 

Inefficient $ 2.33 13 – 18 101 – 150% 
Excessive $ 4.65 19 – 24 151 – 200 % 
Wasteful $ 9.30 25+ 201% + 

TABLE 2 
San Diego Single Family 
Residence Rate Structure 

Tier Cost-Per 
HCF 

Avg. Base Fee $33.04 
1-14 HCF $ 2.79 
15-28 HCF $ 3.032 
29 + HCF $ 3.404 
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IRWD recovers its variable operating costs through commodity-based ratepayer fees, its 
fixed operating costs through a fixed service charge (including the replacement of 
infrastructure), and new capital costs through general obligation bonds. Bonds finance the 
infrastructure costs and are paid for by a combination of property taxes and connection 
fees.11

 

  Ratepayer fees, which are separated between water and wastewater fees, cover the 
cost of daily operation and maintenance. 

Pumping Surcharge 
Pumping surcharges are added to IRWD ratepayers who live at higher elevations and thus 
require additional pumping.  Designated zones have predetermined surcharges. Charges 
range from $00.16 to $00.42 per HCF.  
 
Implementation Process 
To implement the allocation policy, IRWD hired approximately 20 interns to gather 
equation variable data and enter the variable values into Excel spreadsheets.  The 
implementation process assesses a high number of variance audits, but that number 
decreases once the initial auditing phase is over. Today one manager oversees three full time 
employees who monitor and produce allocations and exemptions for nearly 100,000 
customers.12

 
 

Public Outreach  
When first implementing allocations, IRWD undertook a public outreach campaign 
incorporating intensive communication with various customer groups and held meetings 
with local community groups.  Like San Diego, IRWD also offer free water audits to help 
their ratepayers find ways to improve conservation efforts. One method to inform its 
residents about the change to allocations was run test water bills internally, which showed 
what the cost of a customer’s  water would be once the allocations were implemented. 
IRWD then used this information for conduct customer outreach. IRWD continues to 
advise the public on conservation strategies and water allocation as part of their outreach 
program. Important aspects of outreach and usage monitoring are presented on the 
monthly customer bill. 
 
Customer Variance 
Any of IRWD’s 96,829 customers connections can apply for a variance free of charge13

 

. 
Customers are granted variance from their allocation if they have: additional occupants 
above the average assumed for their dwelling unit type, special medical needs, licensed care 
facilities, more than 1,300 square feet of landscaping (detached home) or more than 435 
square feet of landscaping (attached home). Qualifying customers must complete a variance 
request form and return it to IRWD along with documented proof of their variance needs. If 
approved, allocation amounts will be changed to better address needed water amounts.  

                                                 
11 Irvine Ranch Water District Fact Sheet. February 2009. Available: 
http://www.irwd.com/FreePrograms/brochures/G05_IRWDFactSheet.pdf.  
12 IRWD staff correspondence with Fiona Sanchez, Conservation Manager for IRWD. 
13 IRWD website. Available: http://www.irwd.com/IRWDServices/variance.php.  
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San Diego allows variances under the following conditions:  occupancy/tenancy change, 
business growth, a new property, minimum conservation action, or when specific best 
management practices are met for commercial sectors.14

 

  San Diego’s variance process would 
cost $25-$100 depending on the size of the meter being used.  

Legislation  
In 1998, Proposition 218 was passed in California to ensure that all taxes and most charges 
are subject to voter approval.  Prop 218 applies to fees that are imposed as an “incident of 
property ownership,”15

 

 and authors of Prop 218 have expressed their intent for fees to 
include monthly bills received by property owners such as garbage service and water 
delivery. Other interpretations contend that metered water usage is based on service usage, 
not property ownership, and should not be considered a property-related fee. Ambiguities in 
Prop 218 led to the passage of AB 2882, which went into effect January 1, 2009.  

AB 2882 amended the California Water Code by adding Chapter 3.4. This Chapter states 
that because allocation-based water rates are an effective means to encourage conservation, a 
public entity may employ this method of water pricing. Under this Chapter, following criteria 
must be met:16

(1)  Billing must be based on metered water use.   

 

(2)  A basic use allocation for each customer account must be established.  The allocation 
should a reasonable amount of water for each customer’s needs and property characteristics.  
Factors to be considered in establishing such an allocation include, but are not limited to, the 
number of occupants, the type or classification of use, the size of the lot or irrigated area, 
and the local climate data for the billing period.   

(3)  A basic charge must be established as a component of the rate structure.  The basic 
charge is a volumetric unit charge for the cost of water service other than fixed costs that are 
generally recovered through meter charges or other fixed charges.   

(4)  A volumetric conservation charge must be imposed on all increments of water use in 
excess of the basic use allocation.  The increments may be fixed or may be determined on a 
percentage or any other basis, but should be structured in an ascending relationship to 
encourage water conservation and discourage inefficient use of water.   

The legislation states that new structures may not be priced in such a way that revenues 
brought in exceed the reasonable cost of service. 
 

                                                 
14 City of San Diego “Recommendation on Mandatory Water Use Reduction.” 
15 Legislative Analyst’s Office “Understanding Prop 218” www.lao.ca.gov/1996/120196_prop_218 
16 California Assembly Bill No. 2882, Adding Chapter 3.4 to Division 1 of the CaliforniaWater Code. 
Approved Sept. 30, 2008. 
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APPENDIX 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Appendix Table 1 
IRWD Allocation Equation and Variables 

 
Landscape Allocation= Kc x ET x LA (Acres) 
 Eff. 
 
SFR= Kc x ET x LA (Acres) + Indoor Use (4 people per home/ 3 HCF/ person per month          
  Eff.        Billing period) 
Kc Relative amount of water needed for landscape irrigation.  Equation assumes 

landscape is cool-season turf.  
ET The amount of water that evaporates and the water that transpires through the 

vegetation are combined to make the variable that represents 
Evapotranspiration.  This variable is computed daily from 3 weather stations in 
IRWD microclimates.   Multiply by 36.3 to convert acre-inches to HCF” 

Indoor 
Use 

Customers (SFR) are allotted 3 HCF, per person per month for 4 people - a 
total of 12 HCF (12 x 748 gallons= 8976 gallons) per month. 

LA Acreage of landscape area per property.  LA incorporates all land as cool-season 
turf.  Divide sq.ft. by 43,560 to convert to acres.” 

Eff.  Irrigation system efficiency.  IRWD uses 71%. 
Note: HCF/HCF= 100 Cubic feet = 748 Gallons 

*Equation and Variable received from Study referenced in footnote 7. 

APPENDIX TABLE 2 
Completed Equation Examples 

SFR= Kc x ET x LA (Acres) + Indoor Use (4 people per home/ 3 HCF/ person per month          
  Eff.        Billing period) 
 
For 4,500 sq.ft. of landscape 
Alloc. = .907 x 4.2 x 36.3 x .1033 + (4 x 3)   = 37.02HCF 
 .71  or 2,7691.22 Gallons 
 
 
For 5,000 sq.ft. of Landscape 
Alloc. = .907 x 4.2 x 36.3 x .1148 + (4 x 3)   = 39.260HCF 
 .71                                  or 2,9366.57 Gallons 
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